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Abstract—Systematic measurements were performed to char-
acterize shallow-water acoustic propagation channels for applica-
tions in the field of underwater communications. The survey was
conducted in northern Europe and covers the continental shelf,
Norwegian fjords, a sheltered bay, a channel, and the Baltic Sea.
The measurements were performed in various frequency bands
between 2 and 32 kHz. The outcome of the study is a variety of
channels that differ in many ways, defying any attempt to define
a typical acoustic communication channel. Miscellaneous forward
propagation effects are presented, which are relevant to channel
models for the design of modulation schemes, network protocols,
and simulation environments.

Index Terms—Acoustic communication, channel sounding,
propagation, scattering, signal fluctuations, wideband systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE underwater acoustic communication channel is one
of the most challenging wireless communication media

known to man. There exists no typical acoustic channel, and
standard test channels are lacking up to the present day [1]–[3].
The profitable frequency band is limited by ambient noise in the
oceans, at predominantly low frequencies [4]–[6], and transmis-
sion loss, which increases with frequency and range. A promi-
nent contributor to the frequency dependence of the transmis-
sion loss is absorption by seawater, for which there exist var-
ious empirical formulas [7]–[10]. Horizontal underwater chan-
nels are prone to multipath propagation due to refraction, re-
flection, and scattering. The sound speed of 1.5 km/s is low
compared with the speed of light and may lead to channel delay
spreads of tens or hundreds of milliseconds. In some environ-
ments, reverberation can persist for seconds. The low speed of
sound is also at the origin of significant Doppler effects, which
can be subdivided in time-varying frequency shifts and instanta-
neous frequency spreading. A channel that disperses the signal
power in both time and frequency is known as a doubly spread
channel [11].
The variation in arrival structures and coherence times is large

[12]–[17]. Measurements of probability density functions, for
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narrowband signal envelopes or for one ormore paths in channel
impulse response estimates, have revealed Rayleigh [18]–[20],
Rician [18], [21], [22], Nakagami-m [22], and -distributed
[23], [24] fading. Studies on the validity of the wide-sense sta-
tionary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) assumption are rela-
tively rare. There are a few sources that mention [25], [26] or
show [15], [27] correlated scattering, and an energy station-
arity time of at least 3 min was reported for experiments at
the Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory (Edgartown, MA,
USA) [28]. A trend-stationary model was successfully applied
to the data examined in [29].
Signal fluctuations occur on various time scales. The respon-

sible mechanisms include seasonal changes in temperature pro-
files and fish population, fish shoaling, storms, tidal changes in
water depth, tidal changes in shear flow or water structure, in-
ternal waves, and surface waves [30], [31]. The characteristic
time scales of these fluctuations are the seasonal, diurnal, and
tidal cycles, minutes in the case of internal waves, and 10 s
for ocean swell. Note that the quantities studied in [30] and [31]
are the amplitude and phase of narrowband signals. The channel
impulse response is not resolved. A constant signal level can
go hand in hand with a fluctuating impulse response. The cy-
cles may be associated with seasonal, diurnal [18], or tidal [32],
[33] performance variations of communication systems, but not
directly with Doppler spreading or channel tracking by a com-
munications receiver.
Multipath propagation and Doppler effects are recognized as

challenges for underwater networking [34], [35], but realistic
and computationally attractive models of the physical layer are
difficult to realize. The approximation of the acoustic channel
in today’s network simulations varies from: signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR)-based channel models using empirical equations
for transmission loss and noise [36]; empirical transmission
loss plus the assumption of Rayleigh signal fading [37]; use of
ray tracing to more accurately compute the transmission loss
for a given scenario [38]; and use of ray tracing to compute a
multipath profile and allow for bit errors due to signal self-in-
terference [39]. More involved channel models and simulation
tools, which also allow for Doppler effects, have mostly been
developed separately from network studies [19], [26], [29],
[40]–[46].
The possible causes of Doppler effects, or equivalently

a time-varying impulse response, are platform motion and
changeability of the propagation medium. The latter category
can be subdivided in ocean volume fluctuations and sea-surface
dynamics.

0364-9059 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Depiction of a shallow-water channel with multipath propagation, and
scattering by surface waves, air bubbles, and fish.

Platform motion is a straightforward cause of Doppler.
Owing to the low sound speed, even small unintended trans-
ceiver movements are noticeable at acoustic modem frequen-
cies. The wavelength is of the order of centimeters/decimeters,
and the displacement only needs to be a fraction of that to be
noticed in the signal phase. The resulting Doppler distortion
is much larger than typically seen in wireless radio links and
cannot be modeled as a simple frequency shift. Other measures
are required for wideband signals [47], [48].
Significant Doppler effects also occur when a modem signal

interacts with a dynamic sea surface (Fig. 1). Surface gravity
waves have a strong effect on signal propagation [12], [42], [45],
[49]–[52], including time-varying path lengths [15], [41], [44],
[53]–[55] and corresponding frequency shifts [51], [56], [57].
Even hydrodynamically calm surfaces are important scatterers
of acoustic energy at high frequencies [45]. Moreover, diffuse
screens and patchy clouds of air bubblesmay form under the sur-
face in the presence of breakingwaves [58]–[62].Bubbles scatter
and absorb sound, and also modify the sound-speed profile in
the top few meters of the water column, thereby enhancing scat-
tering by waves [63]. As the wind speed increases, the bubbles
may start to screen the sea surface and reduce the contribution of
surface scatter to the receivedsignal energy,yieldingapotentially
more benign communication channel [62]. On the other hand, in
the very shallowwaters of the surf zone, dense bubble clouds in-
jected by breaking waves may completely block the channel [2],
[61]. The combined effect of wind, waves, and bubbles is a com-
plexmatter and can be strongly frequency dependent. Coherence
times below 100ms (at 14 kHz) have occasionally been reported
forchannelswithsignificant surface interactions [2], [15].
In the absence of platform motion, the variability of refracted

paths is governed by volume fluctuations. Sound-speed fluctu-
ations and scattering occur due to internal waves, fish migra-
tion, turbulent ship wakes, eddies, river outflows, and other phe-
nomena. Most of the literature studying the effect of volume
changes on sound propagation is at low frequencies (below 1
kHz) and long ranges, and reveals coherence times of the order
of minutes or longer. Measurements using midfrequency and
high-frequency sound are scarce. A coherence time of tens of
seconds, at 18 kHz, has been reported due to tidally driven tem-
perature fluctuations [64], and a coherence time of 6 s at 1.6
kHz has been reported due to a packet of strong internal waves
traversing the acoustic track [65].1 Deep refracted paths do not

1When comparing coherence times from the literature, one should note that
different authors use different definitions and computation methods, which are
not always disclosed.

fluctuate as a rule and can be very stable on time scales of rele-
vance to communication systems. This is exploited by time-re-
versal mirrors, which require the impulse response to remain
fairly stable over the two-way travel time between two trans-
ceivers [66]. Currents affect the acoustic wavelength rather than
the frequency and do not yield Doppler shifts, unless they are
time varying. Indirectly, however, currents may cause strong
Doppler effects by stirring transceivers [67].
Acoustic communication systems are inherently wideband,

as the bandwidth occupied by the signal is not small compared
to its center frequency. Frequency-dependent fading statistics,
including the mean power, then render narrowband channel
models inappropriate and call for more elaborate descriptions
[20], [68], [69]. A frequency dependence of the mean received
signal power may arise, for instance, due to a frequency de-
pendence of bottom loss [70], [71], surface loss [49], [50],
[63], absorption by seawater [7]–[10], and scatterers in the
water column [72]. Frequency-dependent fluctuation rates
occur when the channel has paths with different Doppler shifts
[20], for instance, due to sea-surface interactions and platform
motion.
In addition to signal propagation comes ambient noise, from

many and varied sources [4]–[6]. Noise at typical acoustic
modem frequencies is mostly due to sea-surface agitation:
breaking waves, spray, bubble formation and collapse, and
rainfall [5]. Anthropogenic noise in this band may come from
various sources, such as close shipping and military and map-
ping sonars. Depending on the setting, sources as diverse as
marine mammals, snapping shrimp, cracking ice, and platform
self-noise may contribute to the noise field at midfrequencies
and high frequencies. Noise statistics may vary significantly
between all these sources and are not studied in this paper,
which focuses on propagation of the modem signal.
The objective of this paper, which operates on the border-

line between acoustics and communications, is to collect in one
place a large diversity of channels that may be met by acoustic
communication systems. It provides clear examples of channel
characteristics mentioned in the literature survey of this intro-
duction, but uses only own measurements for the illustrations
and the conclusions. In some cases, the relevance to communi-
cations is illustrated by examining the performance or behavior
of an adaptive equalizer. Most observations are well known and
not new, but some effects and demonstrations are new, or at least
not well known.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the

employed sounding method and computation of channel param-
eters. Section III provides a concise overview of the sea trial en-
vironments and probe signal parameters. Section IV presents the
measurements. It looks at the acoustic channel from different
angles, highlighting the diversity of propagation effects, scat-
tering types, and order of magnitude of channel parameters. Fi-
nally, Section V summarizes the findings and gives conclusions.

II. CHANNEL SOUNDING

During the past seven years, measurements were conducted in
northern Europe to inventory properties of acoustic communi-
cation channels [15]. Channel soundings were performed in dif-
ferent frequency bands and in environments as diverse as bays,
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fjords, channels, the continental shelf, and the Baltic Sea char-
acterized by its late-summer sound channel. The measurements
are systematic in that the same types of probing waveforms and
processing are used for all soundings. The purpose of the study
is to support research on acoustic channel simulation and mod-
eling, modulation schemes, and network simulations. All chan-
nels qualify as horizontal, with water depths ranging from 10 m
to a few hundred meters, and a signaling range that is (much)
larger than the depth. Soundings are available in various fre-
quency bands between 2 and 32 kHz.

A. Computation

The objective of channel sounding is to measure the channel
impulse response as a function of time and time delay
. A correlative sounder is used with sequential transmission of
pulses of length and repetition time , where a pulse is ei-

ther a pseudonoise (PN) maximum-length sequence or a linear
frequency-modulated (LFM) chirp. The chirp sounder is pre-
ferred for sparse probes, as the well-known cyclic
autocorrelation function of an -sequence requires .
Recorded data are processed in a routine fashion by correla-
tion with the transmit pulse and stacking channel snapshots for
successive pulses. The result is an estimate of the true
impulse response . The estimate is only available for in-
stants , , measured from the start
of the received signal, but continuous-time notation is used for
convenience.
Measured channels are examined through various quantities,

the estimate itself, and derived functions: the spreading
function, Doppler spectrum, power delay profile, channel corre-
lation function, and phase evolution. Sometimes a simple signal
spectrogram can also be very informative.
The spreading function, or delay-Doppler spread function

[73], is the Fourier transform of the time-varying impulse
response

(1)

and can be integrated to yield the power delay profile

(2)

and the Doppler spectrum

(3)

is a 2-D density function, which, multiplied by the
signal power, gives the distribution of the received power in
delay-Doppler space. It is also known as the deterministic scat-
tering function. Its expected value is known as the stochastic
scattering function, or simply the scattering function. The
Doppler spectrum and delay profile are 1-D density functions
specifying the distribution of signal power over frequency shift
and time delay, respectively.
The scattering function completely characterizes the

second-order statistics if the channel satisfies WSSUS [73].

The WSSUS framework was developed for narrowband sys-
tems and should be used with caution for acoustic channel
characterization. Underwater acoustic communication systems
are (ultra)wideband, which violates WSSUS if fading statistics
are frequency dependent [68], [69]. Taps in a delay line are
then correlated, even if amplitude and phase fluctuations of
the physical paths are uncorrelated. Nonstationarity can also
occur in acoustic channels. The results in Section IV use the
spreading function, because it is not a priori given that the
scattering function is a meaningful quantity for each channel.
The spreading function can be seen as one realization of the
scattering function, if the channel would be stationary. The
objective of this paper is to show propagation effects, not to
apply the WSSUS formalism per se.
The issue of stationarity also affects measurements of

temporal coherence. There are many ways to estimate or ap-
proximate correlation functions [12], [13], [15], and different
methods are equivalent under certain conditions. They typically
include averaging over the finite observation period of the pro-
cesses. Averaging improves the estimate in stationary channels,
but is less meaningful in nonstationary channels. The outcome
is then a good estimate of a channel that never existed. Alter-
natively, one may consider a short averaging interval, which
yields a poorer estimate of a channel that may have existed
for a short time. This paper shows correlation functions with
and without averaging. A comparison of these two functions
provides clues as to the stationarity of the channel.
Let denote the zero-lag cross correlation of two

channel snapshots at times and

(4)

The expectation of reads

(5)
and is recognized as the channel autocorrelation function aver-
aged over delay. In the computation of , the expectation
is approximated by an unbiased estimate of the autocorrelation
over the probe signal duration .
A normalized “instantaneous correlation” may be defined as

(6)

as a measure of the similarity between impulse response snap-
shots at a reference instant , and at . In Section IV,
is picked as half the duration of the received probe signal.

That is, , and the time difference
, where the reader is reminded that is

the probe signal pulse spacing.
To investigate correlated scattering, the mean value of is

subtracted for all taps

(7)
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and is used to compute the normalized cross covariance

(8)

where

(9)

is the maximum value of the correlation over the time shift .
The matrix gives the correlation strength between
amplitude and phase fluctuations of taps at delays and .
Scattering will be called correlated if the matrix has signifi-
cant off-diagonal values over a sufficiently long measurement
period. The computations use the full duration of the
sounding.
The last quantity derived from the channel estimate is the

residual phase , defined as the unwrapped phase of
. In Section IV, it is shown for taps at delays cor-

responding to local maxima in the delay profile. It is called
residual, because it is computed after Doppler compensation.
Platform motion and clock-frequency offsets (CFOs) give
rise to true and apparent Doppler shifts, respectively, which
can cause a strong phase drift. Before any other processing,
these Doppler shifts are removed from the recorded data by
resampling.

III. OVERVIEW OF DATA

The results in this paper use in situ measurements performed
in different frequency bands, geographical areas, seasons, de-
ployment geometries, and use different probe signal parame-
ters. It is not feasible to present the full details for each mea-
surement, but Table I provides basic information. It gives the
frequency band of the sounder,2 the type of probing waveform,
the number of pulses , the pulse duration , the tracking pe-
riod , the in-band SNR of the received signal, range and depth,
environment, and time of year. It also says whether there is plat-
form motion and how the Doppler compensation is applied.
The depth in the table is a characteristic value, like the

mean value of the transmitter and receiver depths, or the mean
water depth in between. No platform motion means that the
sender and the receiver were rigidly mounted on stationary
bottom frames, as in Fig. 1. Platform motion (yes) means either
intentional motion (sender towed by a ship) or unintentional
motion (movement of a mooring due to currents or sea state).
Section IV-L shows that unintentional platform motion can
induce large Doppler effects even for a bottom mooring. In the
absence of platform motion, measured channel fluctuations can
be attributed to variability of the propagation medium itself.
Accurate Doppler compensation is of critical importance for

phase measurements. A stationary deployment is a necessary
but not sufficient condition to study phase changes due to the
medium, because clock and sampling frequencies of scientific
instruments can differ from their nominal (assumed) values. A

2The probe signals in the table have different spectra. The frequency band is
specified as the full width of the main lobe.

deviation of only 1 part per million (ppm) is enough to produce a
noticeable (linear) phase drift with corresponding Doppler shift
and artificial cross-tap correlation. In the processing, CFOs are,
therefore, removed by resampling the received signal with a cal-
ibrated resampling factor. Alternatively, one may use a common
sampling clock to drive the transmitter and the data acquisition
systems [30], [74]. The advent of chip-scale atomic clocks may
eliminate CFO concerns in the future [75].
Platform kinematics, on the other hand, result in true Doppler

shifts that are often time varying. In that case, a nominal Doppler
shift is removed by resampling, using a resampling factor that
shifts either the peak value (PV) or the center of gravity (COG)
of the measured Doppler spectrum to 0 Hz. The last column in
Table I says which of the three compensation methods is used.

IV. DIVERSITY OF CHANNELS

The results in this section are grouped by propagation effect,
observable, cause, or environment, although there is unavoid-
able overlap. Figures using a decibel scale present dimension-
less normalized quantities, i.e., relative to the maximum value.
Axis and decibel ranges are adjusted so as to best highlight the
effect under examination.
It is important to realize that all shown results are estimates,

and that correlative channel sounders are subject to system-
atic measurement errors [76]. Channel estimation errors are un-
avoidable, and, therefore, present in the data, but to the knowl-
edge of the author, these do not invalidate the presented effects.
Great care has been taken in the processing to ensure correct-
ness of the observations, whereas this is only partly true for the
explanations as to their physical causes. Some measurements
are snapshots from long-term experiments with cyclic trans-
missions of various probe and communications signals, and a
collection of environmental data. These data and their analyses
cannot be included, but justify some of the statements. For other
experiments, there are limited or no environmental data. In those
cases, educated guesses are provided, using wordings as “pos-
sible cause,” “may be due to,” etc. There are also observations
which are presented as is, without any explanation at all. The
emphasis of this paper is on the diversity of channels, not on
their causes.

A. Benign Channel

Not all acoustic communication channels are challenging.
Fig. 2 gives the spreading function of an easy channel. There is
only one appreciable path, or two or more unresolved paths, and
no discernible Doppler spread. To confirm that this spreading
function reflects a simple communication channel, a communi-
cation signal is demodulated that was transmitted shortly after
the probe. The modulation is quadrature phase-shift keying,
using a single carrier at 14 kHz and a symbol rate of 3500
symbols per second, which corresponds to a raw data rate of
7 kb/s. The receiver consists of detection and synchronization,
basebanding, bandpass filtering, sampling at the symbol in-
terval, and use of known training symbols to remove a phase
offset and amplitude bias. The received symbols are plotted in
Fig. 3. Error-free signaling is achieved at an output SNR of
11.4 dB, without any form of channel equalization.
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Fig. 2. Delay-Doppler spread function of a benign acoustic channel.

Fig. 3. Symbols at 7 kb/s, received on a single hydrophone by a textbook re-
ceiver for additive-noise channels.

B. Overspread Channel

A channel is overspread when its product of delay spread and
Doppler spread exceeds one, posing a formidable challenge to
phase-coherent demodulation. In the context of channel mea-
surements, it is a channel that cannot be probed without signifi-
cant measurement errors. However, if the channel is stationary,
it is possible to estimate, with reasonable fidelity, Doppler spec-
trum and delay profile separately with different probes. This was
done for the channel in Fig. 4. A 16 ms PN probe is used
for the spectrum, and a 128 ms LFM probe is used for the
delay profile. Whether a channel is considered to be overspread
depends on the definitions of delay spread and Doppler spread.
The channel in Fig. 4 is overspread using 10 dB and 90% en-
ergy definitions [15].
The dots in the top-left panel are the measured wideband

spectrum, and the solid line is a compressed-exponential curve
fit [15] with . The fitting parameters are

8.6 Hz and , which is the closest to a Gaussian dis-
tribution of all spectra measured in the seven-year survey. The
large Doppler spread results from an upward-refracting sound-

speed profile due to cooling of the water column by the onset of
Scandinavian winter. Most of the signal energy is received via
surface reflections, at a significant waveheight of 1 m, and there
are no noteworthy stable arrivals.
The delay profile has some aliasing and is affected by channel

fluctuations within a sounding pulse, but nonetheless it gives a
reasonable idea of the actual profile.
The figure also contains estimates of the temporal coherence.

The round markers represent the channel autocorrelation func-
tion (5) using obtained with the PN probe, and the square
markers represent the instantaneous correlation function (6) rel-
ative to an instant halfway the PN probe. As a third opinion,
the autocorrelation function of a 32-s sine wave, transmitted
shortly after the PN probe, is also included. This tonal has a
frequency of 14 kHz, corresponding to the center frequency of
the wideband probe. The good match between the narrowband
and wideband autocorrelation functions lends credibility to the
wideband sounding, and the similarity of all three estimates is
in agreement with a stationary channel. The channel coherence
time may be defined as the time it takes for the correlation to
drop from 1 to 0.5, and is as short as 30 ms.
At 80 b/s and high SNR, spread-spectrum communication

signals with channel coding could not be decoded correctly with
a chip-rate decision-feedback equalizer (DFE) [77], not even
with the equalizer in training mode. The contrast with the under-
spread channel of the previous section is tremendous. The type
of channel illustrated by Fig. 4 is unfortunately not rare, at least
not in Norwegian waters, and was encountered during four sea
trials in three areas.

C. Specular Paths

In terrestrial wireless communications, a line-of-sight path
is often called a specular path. A key property of such a path
is that its amplitude and phase are constant on the time scale
relevant to the communication system. In underwater acoustic
channels, specular arrivals may occur in the form of refracted
paths, bottom reflections, and reflections from other static ob-
jects such as quays, rocks, and ice covers. Such paths are not
necessarily static, because of possible sound-speed fluctuations
in the water column, but they were often very stable during the
present survey. Fig. 2 presents a channel with only specular en-
ergy, and Fig. 4 shows a channel with negligible specular en-
ergy.
A more common condition in shallow-water waveguides is a

mixture of specular paths and surface reflections. The Doppler
spectrum in Fig. 5 has a sharp peak at 0 Hz that reflects the static
part of the channel, sidelobes at 0.6 Hz corresponding to the
dominant frequency of the surface gravity waves [51], and a
continuum of weaker sidelobes. The correlation functions fall
off rapidly from a value of 1 to 0.6, and then remain practically
constant. Since autocorrelation scales with energy, this tells that
the specular paths carry 60% of the total signal power. The
time-varying part of the channel causes the decay from 1 to 0.6,
and the static part of the channel is responsible for the residue.3

The autocorrelation function features a weak, decaying oscilla-
tion with a period of 1.6 s, the same as the wave period. The

3Noise can also cause a fast initial decay [13], but in the present case, it is a
property of the time-varying impulse response.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

instantaneous correlation and the autocorrelation are in good
agreement, which suggests that the channel is stationary over
the sounding duration. A more rigorous assessment of channel
stationarity can be performed by comparing all quantities de-
fined in Section II-A between the first and second halves of the
received probe signal. The channel passes as stationary, over the
32-s signal duration (not shown).
Transmission of a communication signal through this channel

results in a mean square error (MSE) of about 14 dB at the
output of a chip-rate DFE. If the equalizer coefficients are
frozen, here arbitrarily at 1.6 s in the signal, the MSE rapidly
increases and becomes weakly modulated by the wave period.
The specular paths are responsible for the fact that the MSE
subsequently remains stable at 11 dB.

D. Reverberation

The power delay profile in Fig. 6 features a number of
sparsely distributed initial arrivals, followed by a dense re-
verberation tail. Such tails are due to diffuse scattering with
possible contributions from a rough seafloor, a rough sea
surface, and inhomogeneities within the water column. Ex-

tended reverberation tails pose challenges to channel modeling,
channel measurements, and acoustic modems. The discrete
arrivals are often reproduced well by 2-D propagation models
for the vertical plane, but modeling of (local or global) tails
may require a 3-D model to account for the possibility of
out-of-plane scattering [45], [78]–[80]. Reverberation tails
can be evident from the time series [81] or spectrogram of a
received signal, but in channel measurements they are missed
when the tracking period of the probe signal is shorter than the
tail. The tail is then aliased and ends up as clutter in between,
and on top of, the dominant arrivals.
In the profile of Fig. 6, it takes 32 ms to collect 60%, and

128 ms to collect 80% of the total signal power. For a commu-
nications receiver, it is particularly challenging to harvest the
energy from a diffuse tail. Long equalizers are required, and the
problem is aggravated in waveguides with multiple surface in-
teractions, as Doppler spread may then increase, and coherence
may decrease with delay [16], [17], [26], [52]. Some incoher-
ently scattered paths may still be useful for coherent communi-
cations [82], but there will be remaining signal energy that acts
as noise with practical communication systems.
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Fig. 4. Doppler spectrum, power delay profile, and normalized correlation
function estimates of an overspread channel.

Fig. 5. A channel with amixture of specular and fading paths. (a) Doppler spec-
trum. (b) Instantaneous correlation function. (c) Autocorrelation function. (d)
Receiver performance with continuous tracking (solid curve) and frozen equal-
izer coefficients (dashed curve). The MSE is shown after despreading (seven-
chip code, 1 kb/s, single hydrophone).

E. Nonstationary Channel

Fig. 7 shows a channel with a specular path, followed by clus-
ters of arrivals having experienced one or more surface reflec-
tions. The cluster at 12–16 ms ceases to exist at 24
s, and soon after the cluster at 3–7 ms becomes weaker. The
vanishing of signal energy coincides with the onset of the wind
burst shown in Fig. 8. The suspect loss mechanism is the forma-
tion of a subsurface bubble screen due to breaking waves, which
screens the ocean surface [62]. A squall of similar strength was

Fig. 6. Delay profile with discrete initial arrivals and a dense reverberation tail.
The main graph uses a logarithmic power scale; the inset zooms in on the main
arrivals and uses a linear power scale.

Fig. 7. Nonstationary channel. In absolute time, the attenuation at 12–16 ms
sets in at 21:39:30Z (cf., Fig. 8).

shown to populate the top fewmeters of Loch Ness with air bub-
bles within a time span of 2 min [58]. Simulations [46] suggest
that bubble extinction, which is the combined effect of absorp-
tion and scattering by air bubbles, may be the dominant effect
in the channel of Fig. 7. Other causes of signal attenuation asso-
ciated with squalls are surface waves, and bubbles due to con-
curring precipitation [50].
When the bubble screen of a breaking wave penetrates the

entire water column, complete outage may occur [2], [61]. This
was also observed with the wakes of container ships, which re-
peatedly terminated an acoustic communication link traversed
by a shipping lane [32]. Indeed, dense bubble clouds seem to
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Fig. 8. Effect of a wind burst on a communication system. The delay-Doppler
spread is here defined as the product of the RMS delay spread and the RMS
Doppler spread. The modulation scheme is the same as in Section IV-C, and the
output SNR of the single-hydrophone receiver is given after despreading.

be a common feature of all ship wakes [83]. In the present case,
there is no complete outage, because the specular path at
0 ms in Fig. 7 survives. Fig. 8 shows that the quality of a com-
munication link actually improves significantly during the wind
burst, in spite of a 15-dB reduction in SNR at the input of the
receiver. The reason is a sizable drop in delay-Doppler spread,
which outweighs the drop in SNR.
It is well known that the input SNR alone does not permit re-

liable performance prediction of acoustic communication sys-
tems, which are typically limited by reverberation [1]. Some-
times, the receiver output SNR remains well below the input
SNR even with array processing [32], [33], [81], [84]. The in-
verse relationship between input and output SNR in Fig. 8 par-
ticularly emphasizes the need to take into account the delay and
Doppler spreading in channel models and simulations. Siderius
et al. achieved impressive agreement between measured and
modeled error rates, by taking actual propagation conditions
into account [18].

F. Cyclostationary Channel

The channel in Fig. 9 has repeating structures in time. A pos-
sible cause is the wake of a passing ship, which can be heard
in the recording. Ship-generated waves have different charac-
teristics from wind-generated waves, and may be characterized
by distinct peaks in the spectrum [85], sometimes with higher
harmonics [86]. A narrow wave spectrum corresponds to waves
with a long coherence length and a sharply defined wave pe-
riod. Channel fluctuations due to surface interactions may then
inherit the strict periodicity of the waves.
The cyclostationary character is confirmed by the channel

correlation functions in Fig. 10. Both curves are oscillating, with
an envelope that falls off away from the maximum. However, in
contrast to the correlation functions shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the
instantaneous and averaged correlation functions are clearly dif-
ferent. This points to an overall nonstationary channel. This is

Fig. 9. Channel with cyclostationary features and correlated scattering.

Fig. 10. Correlation function of the channel depicted in Fig. 9.

also visible with the naked eye in Fig. 9, as the first and second
halves of the sounding yield noticeably different channels. The
time scale of the changes is in agreement with the hypothesis of
a ship wake, which is a transient phenomenon.

G. Correlated Scattering

In the following, correlated scattering is understood to mean
correlation between amplitude and phase fluctuations of phys-
ical paths. A channel with uncorrelated scattering is shown in
Fig. 11 via the cross-correlation matrix defined by (8). The only
significant correlation is the autocorrelation along the diagonal.
On the other hand, the channel of Fig. 12 is said to have cor-
related scattering. Significant correlation occurs for many com-
binations of paths. These two channels were measured for the
same signaling track, and have similar arrival structures. Fig. 11
is the cross-tap correlation for the channel of Fig. 5 and Fig. 12
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Fig. 11. Channel with uncorrelated scattering.

Fig. 12. Channel with correlated scattering.

for the channel of Fig. 9. The presumable cause of the correla-
tion is the same as that of the cyclostationarity: a long coherence
length of surface waves, so that paths reflected by different parts
of the sea surface are correlated.

H. Frequency-Flat Fading

Another case of cyclostationary correlated scattering is seen
in Fig. 13, which is a channel probed on the Norwegian conti-
nental shelf. The cycle period of 9 s agrees with the wave period
measured by a waverider buoy. An important difference with
Fig. 9 is that the amplitude fluctuations of the arrivals are in
phase. The result is a flat fading channel, in which all frequen-
cies of a wideband signal fade simultaneously (Fig. 14). The

Fig. 13. In-phase, cyclostationary correlated scattering.

Fig. 14. Frequency-flat fading illustrated by a spectrogram of the probe signal
used for Fig. 13.

waves modulate the signal level and yield a time‐varying SNR,
similar to the signal amplitude fluctuations due to ocean swell
observed by Weston et al. [30]. A network link may be char-
acterized by a “hit-and-miss” connectivity. Surface waves may
also result in a wave-periodic link quality via channel dynamics
instead of SNR [2], [74].

I. Frequency-Selective Fading

The spectrogram in Fig. 15 is due to the interplay between two
closely spaced multipath arrivals: a specular path and a surface-
reflected path. Similarly to Fig. 14, it bears a strong signature
of the wave period. The manifestation of the waves is different,
however, as the fades in the signal spectrum are now dependent
on time and on frequency. This example channel is chosen for
clarity of the effect. When there are multiple paths and larger
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Fig. 15. Illustration of frequency-selective fading.

Fig. 16. A channel featuring paths with an increasing delay.

travel-time differences, there may be many fades over the band
of a wideband signal.

J. Time-Varying Delays in a Stationary Deployment

The channels in Figs. 16 and 17 are characterized by arrivals
with an increasing delay. Fig. 16 is a fjord measurement and
Fig. 17 is a channel on the continental shelf. The features are
periodic with repetition times of 3 and 8 s, respectively, which
agree with the dominant frequencies of wave spectra measured
during these soundings. In both cases, the signaling is between
fixed bottom tripods. In Fig. 17, the arrival is not a single path,
but a cluster of fluctuatingmicropaths. The acoustic path lengths
vary by approximately 3 and 12 m in Figs. 16 and 17, consid-
erably exceeding the corresponding significant waveheights of
1.0 and 1.4 m, respectively.
It is well known that surface gravity waves cause

time-varying path lengths, but these come in different va-

Fig. 17. A channel characterized by arrival clusters with an increasing delay.

rieties. Surface reflections may move back and forth in delay
[41], [44], [55], occur as a pair of micropaths with range rates of
opposite signs [41], or make repetitive one-way trips in delay,
as in Figs. 16 and 17. Recent measurements near Kauai yield
observations similar to Fig. 16, and have been qualitatively
accounted for by a 2-D parabolic equation model [54]. The
varying delays in [54] are explained by moving surface wave
crests, which generate focused returns with a variable travel
time.

K. Phase Drift in a Stationary Deployment

The spreading function in Fig. 18 depicts a channel with fre-
quency offsets. A negative shift is observed for the arrival at

2 ms, where the cause is an increasing time delay, similar to
Fig. 16. Simultaneously, there is an arrival with a positive shift
at 8 ms. The paths sweep only in one direction and then
cease to exist, so there is no return trip with an opposing Doppler
shift. The result is a net frequency offset of these clusters in the
spreading function, and the taps corresponding to these paths
have a net phase drift. Note that the non-Doppler-spread spec-
ular arrival at 0 ms rules out CFO.
The spreading function in Fig. 19 is a dense cloud with a net

frequency offset for nearly all arrivals. Visual inspection of the
corresponding channel estimate in Fig. 20 does not reveal time-
varying delays, but they may be obscured by the high density
of arrivals or exist on a microscopic scale. Regardless of the
cause, the frequency shift goes hand in hand with a significant
phase drift. This is illustrated by Fig. 21, which displays the
phase measurement of the channel in Fig. 20. There
are many curves, because the phase is computed for all local
maxima in the dense delay profile. A specular arrival at the start
of the impulse response yields the curve with a constant phase.
All other taps are characterized by a continuous phase drift.
An adaptive equalizer benefits from an embedded

phase-locked loop (PLL) [87] in this channel. The PLL
phase estimate is included in the figure for an 8-s communi-
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Fig. 18. Arrivals with different Doppler spreads and shifts.

Fig. 19. A continuum of paths with a common frequency offset.

cation signal transmitted after the probe, and shows that the
phase drift is not a sounding artifact, but a valid measurement
of relevance to the communication system. The PLL senses a
phase drift of 5 rad/s.
Linear phase drifts are often due to uncompensated Doppler

shifts or CFOs, which yield time compression/dilation of the
signal. In that case, a phase drift of 5 rad/s yields a
Doppler shift 0.8 Hz. At the center
frequency 14 kHz of the probe signal, this corresponds to
a range rate 0.085m/s, where the negative
sign indicates time compression. A hypothetical path with this
range rate is included in Fig. 20 as the dashed line. If overall time
compression were the cause of the phase drift in the measured
channel, this would be noticed. The receiver does not receive

Fig. 20. The channel corresponding to Figs. 19 and 21. The dashed white line
is a hypothetical path with a range rate of 0.085 m/s, which has the same phase
drift as the measured channel.

Fig. 21. Phase drift in the channel of Figs. 19 and 20. The gray shade scales
with the power density in the delay profile: the more energetic the tap, the darker
the curve. The thick red curve is the PLL phase estimate of a communications
receiver.

more bits per unit of time than sent by the transmitter. Resam-
pling a communication signal is a proper receiver measure in the
hypothetical channel, but not in the measured channel, although
it may remove the (nominal) phase drift in both cases.
The effect was measured for downwind transmission during

a period with strong winds (8–20 m/s), and lasted for more than
a day. It is interesting to note that measurements of sea-surface
backscatter have yielded a negative Doppler shift when trans-
mitting downwind, and a positive shift when transmitting up-
wind [51]. The present forward-scatter measurement gives a
positive shift for downwind transmission. A positive shift for
forward-scattered surface returns is also reported in [88] (Autec
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Fig. 22. Time-varying time delay due to wave-induced ship motion.

data) and [57], but these references do not mention the direction
of wind and waves. The simultaneous presence of arrivals with
negative and positive shifts in Fig. 18 occurred at close reach.

L. Platform Motion

So far, most propagation effects were measured between im-
mobile senders and receivers, which implies that all Doppler
effects in the data are due to variability of the medium. When
either the sender and/or the transmitter is moving, this is no
longer true. An example is shown in Fig. 22 for an experiment
with a source towed by a surface ship. The motion of the ship
on the waves is transferred onto the source, which leads to a
characteristic undulating path excursion. Note that the nominal
Doppler shift has been removed, so that the figure only reveals
the residual time compression/dilation. The paths move back
and forth, and the time-varying range rate is essentially the same
for all paths. Resampling a received communication signal (with
a time-varying resampling factor) would be a proper measure
in this channel. Most of the Doppler spread is due to the phase
variation, and a PLL alone also improves the performance of an
adaptive equalizer in this channel.
As the range between the sender and the receiver decreases,

the contribution of paths with steeper ray angles grows. Range
rates start to differ between paths, and the received waveform
becomes a sum of signal copies with different delays and
different Doppler shifts. Fig. 23 exemplifies such a channel
via the spreading function. This sounding also uses a towed
source, but the sea surface is calm and linear motion dominates.
The channel is sparse in delay and in Doppler, and a show-
case for the “multiscale multilag” channel model [89], [90]
and channel estimation methods exploiting sparsity in delay
and/or Doppler [91], [92]. Note the contrast with the densely
populated spreading function in Fig. 19. The discrete Doppler
offsets imply that the arrival times are steadily changing. The
delay profile changes with time in this nonstationary channel.

Fig. 23. Paths with constant but different range rates create a sparsely popu-
lated spreading function.

The motion of another type of platform is illustrated by
the phase measurement in Fig. 24. In this experiment, the
sender was suspended 2.5 m above the seafloor between a
bottom weight and the buoyancy of a submerged float. The
residual phase, shown only for the dominant path, demonstrates
that this type of deployment does not qualify as a stationary
setup. Unintended transmitter motion, due to current, causes a
time-varying range and a corresponding undulating phase. To
remove possible doubt about the origin of the effect, the phase
measurement is shown for reception on two receivers, R1 and
R2. Both receivers were mounted on tripods on the seafloor.
R1 was deployed 2 km east, and R2 was deployed 1 km west of
the transmitter. The curves look very similar, but have opposite
signs, because movement away from R1 is movement toward
R2, and vice versa. Trend removal, to mitigate uncompensated
CFO, and inverting the R2 phase result in the dash–dot curves.
These curves show that the phase variation is precisely the
same, and that transmitter motion is the only plausible expla-
nation.
The Doppler variance of signals received from this trans-

mitter was strongly correlated to tidal currents during an
eight-day deployment, and the contribution of transmitter
motion to the total Doppler spread was much larger than that of
the medium. Likewise, current-induced movement of acoustic
modems was the main cause of packet errors for network links
studied in Singapore waters [67].

M. Shape of the Doppler Spectrum

Part of the channel soundings in Norwegian waters yield
symmetrical Doppler spectra, frequently with a characteristic
stretched or compressed exponential shape [15]. The spectrum
in Section IV-B is an example. Other examples of symmet-
rical spectra are found in Sections IV-C and IV-O. An almost
symmetrical spectrum with a very different shape is shown in
Fig. 25. This is the spectrum of the cyclostationary channel
with correlated scattering exhibited in Fig. 9, whose correlated
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Fig. 24. Phase oscillation due to current-induced transmitter motion. The two
dash–dot curves result from trend removal and inversion of the R2 phase. The
time is measured from the start of the received signal, on each receiver.

Fig. 25. Spectrum with sharp sidelobes and higher harmonics.

scattering is shown in Fig. 12. There are sharp and distinct
sidelobes which may reflect a peaked surface wave spectrum,
including higher harmonics possibly due to multiple surface
bounces. Another possibility is the presence of multiple har-
monic peaks in the wave spectrum itself [86].
On other occasions, the Doppler spectrum is markedly asym-

metrical. A possible cause in stationary deployments is one-way
excursions in delay due to surface waves, such as shown in
Fig. 16. These correspond to true Doppler shifts that give rise to
frequency offsets in the spreading function, as in Fig. 18. The
offset and asymmetry observed in Fig. 19 may be due to the
same cause.
Another common cause of spectral asymmetry is platform

motion. The spectra in Fig. 26 are from an experiment with a
towed source and a tripod bottom receiver. The sender is moving

Fig. 26. Asymmetrical spectra for inbound and outbound runs with a towed
source. The two spikes in the outbound spectrum are presumably interference.

toward the receiver in the inbound run, and away in the out-
bound run. The tow speed is 1.5 m/s in both cases, and the
ranges are comparable. In this plot, the nominal Doppler shift
is reinstalled after computation of the spectra, so that they peak
at . The inbound run yields excess power density at
frequency shifts below the peak value, and the outbound run
yields excess power density at frequency shifts above the peak
value. This can be understood from the fact that reflected and
scattered paths have larger inbound range rates, and smaller out-
bound range rates, than the direct path. The inbound run yields
a small amount of signal energy with a negative Doppler shift,
and the outbound run yields a small amount of signal energy
with a positive Doppler shift. This may be due to backscatter of
sound originally propagating away from the receiver.

N. Sound Channel

The measurements shown so far concerned waveguides con-
fined by the seafloor and sea surface, or surface ducts. Part or
all of the received signal energy has Doppler spread due to sur-
face interactions, with the exception of the channel in Fig. 2. A
different type of communication channel is a submerged sound
channel, formed by a local minimum in the sound-speed pro-
file. It is best known from the deep waters of the ocean, where
it is known as the deep sound channel. However, sound chan-
nels may also occur in shallow waters and permit a modem
signal to travel long distances, sometimes without surface or
seafloor interactions. As a result, all paths may have a com-
parable fading rate [15]. This yields a spreading or scattering
function with a separable delay profile and Doppler spectrum,

, where denotes the total signal
power. Separable scattering functions simplify simulation of
communication channels [26], [43].
Another characteristic of sound channels is that the shortest

paths have the longest travel times, because they travel near the
channel axis, where the sound speed is at a minimum. Steeper
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Fig. 27. Dense delay profile for signaling in a sound channel.

Fig. 28. Sparse delay profile measured in the Baltic Sea.

paths spend most of their travel time visiting depths at which
the sound speed is greater than at the channel axis. This may
result in a dense crescendo of multipath arrivals, with the most
energetic paths toward the end of the delay profile. Fig. 27 gives
an example from the Baltic Sea over a 51-km track with a water
depth of 70 m. The transmitter and the receiver were placed
near the channel axis at a depth of 30 m.
By contrast, a peculiarly sparse profile is shown in Fig. 28.

It was registered during the same sea trial in the Baltic Sea,
but with the source above the sound channel and the receiver
within the sound channel. Part of the signal energy travels in a
weak surface channel, whereas another part ends up in the sub-
merged sound channel. The sound travels faster in the surface
channel, but leaks into the sound channel as it propagates. As a
result, both channels leave their mark on the delay profile. The
precursor and the delayed cluster carry approximately the same

energy, so that measures are required for high-rate communi-
cation systems. One strategy is to use sparse channel equaliza-
tion [91]–[93]; another one is to use burst communication with
packets shorter than the separation of 400 ms between arrivals.
In the latter case, a single packet may be received twice by nodes
in a network.

O. Wideband Channels

Underwater acoustic communication systems have a band-
width that is not small compared to the center frequency of
the signals and qualify as (ultra)wideband [69]. A large relative
bandwidth has consequences for channel models if the prop-
agation channel gives rise to frequency-dependent fading sta-
tistics, including the mean value of the received power. Pos-
sible causes include absorption in seawater [7]–[10], and for-
ward scatter by the sea surface [49], [50] and seafloor [70],
[71], which may cause frequency-dependent attenuation. An-
other cause is moving scatterers, which cause time compres-
sion/dilation of paths and frequency-dependent fluctuation rates
[20]. A wideband channel is a channel that cannot be repre-
sented by the popular narrowband channel model

(10)

where is the travel time of the th path, and is the
weight with a time-varying amplitude and phase.
Since the paths in (10) have a fixed travel time, the

time‐varying delays in Figs. 16, 17, 22, and 23 are exam-
ples of wideband channels. In fact, most, if not all, of the
preceding channels are at least somewhat wideband. This
section looks explicitly at the frequency dependence. The first
example is shown in Fig. 29 and reveals a frequency-dependent
path loss. These delay profiles are 32-s averages obtained from
a single wideband (4–8-kHz) chirp probe signal with sub-band
processing to obtain profiles for the 4–5- and 7–8-kHz bands.
Although the profiles represent the same channel, the arrival
patterns have little in common. The required channel model
has correlated taps [20], [69], but not necessarily correla-
tion between paths as in Fig. 12, and violates WSSUS. The
transfer function differs between arrivals in Fig. 29, but in other
acoustic channels, the paths may have approximately the same
transfer function, but (still) with a frequency dependence of
the mean received power. The resulting frequency-dependent
transmission loss directly affects receiver performance [94]
and channel capacity [95]. Sparse channel estimation methods
that represent each arrival by a single tap will not capture this
propagation effect.
The second example, in Fig. 30, shows frequency-dependent

Doppler spectra. In this experiment, a basket containing three
transducers was placed on the seafloor. All transducers trans-
mitted a 32 ms PN probe, but on different carriers. A
tripod bottom hydrophone was used to receive the three probes.
The width of the spectrum clearly increases with frequency. The
spectrum in the 24–32-kHz band has a small offset and is also
distorted by frequency-shift aliasing.
The type of channel is the same as the channel shown in Fig. 4

and Experiment II of [20]. Virtually all signal energy is received
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Fig. 29. Normalized delay profiles simultaneously measured in two frequency
bands. The experiment and processing are described in [20].

Fig. 30. Doppler spectra simultaneously measured in three frequency bands.

via reflection off surface waves, which give rise to Doppler
shifts and time-varying path lengths [41], [44], [53]–[55]. A
channel composed of arrivals with a distribution of Doppler
scales results in a fading rate and frequency spread that increase
linearly with frequency [20]. The illustration in Fig. 30 uses data
from different sounders, but, of course, the Doppler spread also
varies over the band of a single sounder. One should be careful
with the interpretation of parameters extracted from wideband
soundings. For instance, it is tempting to adopt a wideband mea-
surement of the signal phase, or the channel coherence time, as
being characteristic of the center frequency (cf., Fig. 4). If the
spectrum of the received signal is skewed, however, this may
not hold.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Measurements at midfrequency and high frequency (2–32
kHz) reveal a large diversity of propagation effects and
scattering conditions in candidate acoustic communication
channels. The importance of each effect for system design
depends on both its impact on communication performance
and frequency of occurrence. The impact may be different for
different modulation schemes or network protocols, and how
often effects occur remains to be seen, although most effects
have been observed in more than one measurement campaign
of the present study. One is unlikely to encounter all effects
during a single mission in a given environment, but versatile
acoustic modems and networks should be prepared for a wide
range of conditions, specifically as follows.
• Channels range from very benign to overspread.
• The fraction of specular energy can be anywhere between
0% and 100% of the total received signal energy.

• Amplitude and phase fluctuations of the physical paths can
be correlated or uncorrelated.

• Scattering can be stationary,4 nonstationary, or have a sig-
nificant cyclostationary component.

• The scattering function can be separable or nonseparable.
• Acoustic channels are inherently wideband, and may
be characterized by frequency-dependent path loss,
time-varying delays, and frequency-dependent fluctuation
rates. Then, taps cannot be modeled independently, and
the WSSUS framework is not applicable.

• Frequency-flat and frequency-selective fading may occur
with wideband signals in multipath environments.

• Impulse responses can be sparse or densely populated, and
include the possibility of a reverberation tail that lasts for
seconds.

• Themost energetic arrival may be at the start of the impulse
response, at the end, or in between.

• Arrivals can stay fixed on their taps,5 be subject to a time-
varying time delay, or occur as clusters of micropaths scat-
tered around some nominal value.

• The wideband Doppler spectrum can be symmetrical or
markedly asymmetrical. It can approach a normal distri-
bution or be sharply peaked, and may have sharp sidelobes
at multiple harmonic frequency shifts.

• A coherence time as short as 30ms at 14 kHzwasmeasured
in a stationary setting. On other occasions, the coherence
time was far longer than could be measured with a 30-s
probe signal.

• Continuous phase drifts and corresponding frequency
shifts may occur even in stationary deployments.

• Platform motion contributes to the Doppler variance and
may dwarf the Doppler spread due to the medium. The
opposite can also occur.

• Platform motion yields time-varying or constant range
rates, which may or may not differ between paths.

• Time-varying delays may also occur in stationary deploy-
ments, and seem to be a common feature of paths reflected
off surface gravity waves.

4Over the typical 30-s probe signal duration. Stationarity is judged by compar-
ison of different correlation functions, and by comparing all quantities defined
in Section II-A for different segments of a probe signal.
5Within the measurement resolution of one over the bandwidth, and over the

30-s sounding duration.
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• Surface gravity waves may modulate the level and SNR of
received signals.

• Wind and waves may render a communication channel
more difficult. High winds and breaking waves may render
a communication channel more benign.

• Events like a wind burst, or a passing ship, may alter the
scattering conditions completely on a time scale of sec-
onds. It has also occurred that essentially the same channel
was measured, for the same signaling track, in November
and May.

• The SNR at the input of a receiver can be a poor indicator
of the performance of the physical layer.

• Rigid mounting of transmitters and receivers is critical in
order to study phase and channel fluctuations due to vari-
ability of the medium. High-frequency channel character-
ization with vertically suspended transducers and arrays is
treacherous terrain.

• In a stationary setup, accurate resampling may be required
to separate phase drifts due to possible instrument clock
frequency offsets, from those due to the channel.

The reader is reminded that physical explanations of the effects
were not always available, and that most of the individual state-
ments are not new. Some may even sound trivial. The diversity
of acoustic channels illustrated by the complete list, however, is
still surprising.
Nothing can be taken for granted. It is often impossible to

compare, in a meaningful manner, modulation schemes and net-
work protocols from published works, as researchers perform
their field tests and simulations in different settings. There is
need for a set of standard test channels for the physical layer, to
enable comparisons under identical, realistic, and reproducible
conditions.
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